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Overview

Olympus develops its operations in four core domains. The Scientific Solutions Division continues to refine 
the optical technologies Olympus has treasured since its founding. The Imaging Division drives advanced 
research on electronic imaging technologies. Meanwhile, the Endoscopic Solutions Division has continued 
to grow by leveraging these technologies and the Therapeutic Solutions Division has evolved from image 
diagnosis into treatments and therapies.
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The gastrointestinal endoscopes contribute to the early diagnosis of 
diseases while its surgical endoscopes allow for minimally invasive 
therapies for reducing the burden placed on patient bodies. By providing 
such equipment, we support healthcare professionals and contribute 
to the health of people around the world. Our global market share of 
gastrointestinal endoscopes, one of our core products, is over 70%.
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Imaging Division

The Therapeutic Solutions Division provides a variety of medical 
equipment that meets the expectations of healthcare professionals and 
people around the world. Such equipment includes endotherapy devices 
equipped on gastrointestinal endoscopes for treatments and therapies, 
and energy devices for use in blood vessel sealing and tissue cutting in 
endoscopic surgery as well as endoscopes for use in urology/gynecology 
and the ENT field. 

The Scientific Solutions Division provides microscopes, which Olympus 
has been manufacturing since its inception. These microscopes are used 
in various fields, whether for conducting such clinical examinations as 
blood tests or pathological examinations related to cancer diagnosis, 
assisting advanced research in the life science and medical fields, or 
performing quality control on manufacturing lines. Furthermore, the 
industrial videoscopes and ultrasonic flaw detectors offered in this 
division are used in inspections and examinations underpinning the 
safety of social infrastructure.

In Others, we provide bone replacement material and other biomaterials. In addition, this 
segment is responsible for seeking out new businesses and conducting R&D activities in relation 
to such businesses. To develop future pillars supporting the Company, we are searching for new 
business opportunities and advancing R&D and discovery activities for acquiring technologies.

The Imaging Division provides Olympus brand cameras, which 
boast unparalleled image quality realized through world-leading lens 
processing technologies and have won the hearts of photographers 
around the world. We continue to introduce the world to such unique 
cameras as our compact, lightweight mirrorless cameras and our Tough 
series of dustproof, waterproof cameras that are ideal for outdoor use.
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